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       A Treatise on Designing a Better RuneScape Private Server By King Waldo, with contributions from Jigsaw, Losm, and Inilix November 26, 2020 Abstract This text sets out to outline my ideas on how to change the basic structures of RuneScape. The greater goal is to influence RuneScape Private Server developers to challenge the design philosophy and shortcomings underpinning the original game. Contents 1 Economic Drivers 1 1.1 Introduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1.2 Limiting Capital Inflows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1.3 Item Sinks and Money Sinks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1.4 Player versus Monster Rewards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 Combat 4 2.1 Introduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 2.2 Stat Reduction in Combat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 2.3 Agility and Combat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 2.4 Toxicity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 2.5 Food . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 2.6 Power Creep . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 3 Skills 5 3.1 Introduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 3.2 The Grind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 3.3 Woodcutting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 3.4 Firemaking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 3.5 Cooking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 3.6 Smithing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 3.7 Crafting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 3.8 Construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 3.9 Evocation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 4 World Design 12 4.1 Introduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 4.2 Size and Scope . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 4.3 Movement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 4.4 Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 4.5 Biomes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 4.6 Settlements & Buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 4.7 Density . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 1 1 Economic Drivers 1.1 Introduction Economics dictates a great deal of how a player chooses to play RuneScape. This is obvious when players discuss ways to play more efficiently or complain on the forums about dead content. Content "dies" because it is no longer economic compared to a source of wealth. RuneScape has struggled to rein in its economy many times. It has dealt with the consequences of power creep, the misalignment of resource gathering and, of course, inflation not only of money, but of resources. These problems are a consequence of design choices, and are typically only addressed with money sinks. I believe that an RSPS has every opportunity to get to the root of these problems by adopting a different economic philosophy: that of a low resource economy. 1.2 Limiting Capital Inflows Item and money inflation is a major economic issue in RuneScape. Their strategy is to implement "sinks" into the economy that serve as infinite artificial demand for items and money. Sinks can address some degree of inflation, but the shortfall lies in the efficacy of the sink. If the content providing the sink is not fun or worthwhile, the inflation continues. An alternative method of fighting inflation is to address the supply at its root. This can be done either by reducing the economic output of resources or by increasing the time it takes to bring resources to market. For most economic activity, the former is more desirable, because a long run in between a bank and a resource area is a nuisance for most players. Some examples of lower economic output may include: 1. A tree only provides 1-3 logs upon falling. It takes longer to cut and longer to spawn. 2. Fish may generally take longer to catch, and fishing spots will provide fewer fish. 3. Rocks take much longer to mine and are spread much thinner across the region. They, however, may also provide 1-3 ores per rock, on account of the longer time to mine them. 4. Gems of all sorts are rare, be it from mining or as loot. Jewellery crafting should give a lot of experience to compensate. Jewellery should not be found in shops nor as dropped as loot to add to its rarity. Produced goods such as gear, food, runes, and ammunition should be minimallu dropped by monsters. Furthermore, they should be in limited numbers in shops. Both are unnecessary source of inflows, given that people will produce these goods anyway when training their skills. It adds value to production skills, and limiting shop stocks prevents production from effectively being another kind of shop where your resources are the currency. All of these measures will serve to maintain the value of produced items. Experience rates can reflect the slower gathering rate, and to reduce the number of resources required to extract to attain level 99. 1.2.1 Alchemy Alchemy introduces a lot of unnecessary money into the economy. Its use should be curtailed as much as possible without removing the spell. To achieve this, a server should be designed to minimize the number of alchable drops from monsters, as well as alchable items produced when skilling. RuneScape completely fails on both fronts. Oldschool RuneScape, in particular, has countless monsters that drop items that serve no purpose other than to be alched.1 This is a deliberate choice by the developers. As for skilling, the production of large quantities of items is a simple by-product of slow levelling, which is an unfortunate consequence of player behaviour. This could not have been foreseen when the game was originally developed, given that the goal in RuneScape classic was not to reach level 99 in any skill, let alone all of them. One skill that is particularly egregious for introducing money into the game is fletching. The path to 99 is typically making tens of thousands of yew and magic longbows whose purpose is to be alched. One simple fix is to necessitate different tiers of arrow shafts for different tiers of arrows. 1 To be elaborated on in the PvM subsection. 2 For example, regular shafts can only be used to make bronze arrows, whereas magic arrow shafts are used to make dragon arrows. Combine this with the notion that very few monsters may drop arrows, and you can create a strong incentive to level fletching primarily by creating arrows rather than bows. The end result is that more items will be spent (as arrows are item sinks) and fewer will be alched. 1.3 Item Sinks and Money Sinks Generally speaking, item production (smithing, crafting, fletching, etc.) should sometimes fail. Failure will still provide partial XP so as to not frustrate players for having lost an item. This may also have the benefit of keeping prices low, due to the unpredictability in how many final goods will actually be produced. Valuable weapons, armour, and tools may degrade. Item degradation prevents the infinite increase of any given item. In other words, it serves to keep inflation low as players will have to periodically kill bosses to obtain new materials to procude more of those valuable items. Money sinks are a necessary evil, but they cannot only be used as means of vanity, such as player-owned houses. They should be used to access high-reward content. Here are two examples: 1. A suspicious man in the wilderness offers to sell you a crystal of concealing. This item can only be bought by him, and cannot be traded, sold, or alched. It will remove your dot on the minimap for a set amount of time, providing an advantage to anyone in the wilderness with a crystal. It is not neessary to successfully kill other players, but you would probably want one. 2. You will need to sacrifice an item to an altar before entering a dungeon. However, you must pay a local priest to perform rites. An item and money sink to enter a dungeon with potential valuable rewards is useful insofar as there is a guaranteed risk (the sink), even if you do not die, but no guaranteed reward. 1.3.1 Player-Owned Stalls The Grand Exchange can be useful in RuneScape, given the scale of its player base and the need to acquire many random items for quests, but the harm it does to player interaction outweighs any good it would provide to any sized private server. For that reason, I propose player-owned shops as an alternative that not only encourages a more dynamic means of exchange, but also serves as an effective money sink. Markets in town, outside city walls, and at player-owned homes2 will have stalls to be used by players. Public stalls are to be rented for a fixed price that becomes exponentially more expensive over time. Players can rent no more than one public stall at a time. Public stalls are rented by the hour. Items will be automatically deposited in your bank once your time is up. For example, to rent for an hour may cost $3k, but 10 hours may be $60k, and 48 hours may cost $500k. This is to ensure that nobody hogs a stall in perpetuity. Furthermore, a fixed percentage of the selling price of an item may be lost to sales taxes to serve as another money sink. Players must hire a salesperson to keep watch over their stall. Some NPCs eager to make a quick buck tend to hang around the local general stores. They may shout custom messages at certain intervals to attract customers. They would have to be paid every time you rent a new stall. Examples include: NPC Cost Speech Perk (GP per hour) Interval (in seconds) Tramp 1000 60 Your Auntie Doris 5000 30 Gives you a nice head of cabbage if you make a sale. How sweet of her! Barbarian 10 000 20 A menacing seller. He pockets money and returns 1% of sales tax to you. Salesperson 20 000 10 A savvy seller. He pockets money and returns 2% of sales tax to you. 2 See the Construction subsection. 3 The player may stock their shop’s inventory after the seller NPC is hired. On top of setting up a shop, players can browse the stall from a customer’s point of view. Setting up a shop is done by selecting items from one’s backpack and choosing a custom price per item. Players can use available shop space to crate a list of items to buy, again with custom prices. Private stalls, built in player-owned houses, can be used indefinitely and rented freely. Arrange- ments to rent out a private stall can be organised at a courthouse, like renting a bedroom. After renting a stall, players cannot rent in the same town for 24 hours. This is to prevent a loophole of cheap rent. Money from sold items will be automatically deposited in players’ banks. 1.4 Player versus Monster Rewards Player versus Monster (PvM) is likely the most significant means of introducing capital into the economy. For that reason, it should be targeted as a means of limiting inflation without diminishing its ability to provide players with better gear. Monsters should not drop significant quantities of resources acquired by skilling, as this devalues the latter. This is a significant problem in Oldschool RuneScape, where it is quicker to acquire resources from bosses than by skilling. In a Reddit thread3 , RNGreed proposes the following: Remove all resource drops from PvM and then add new unique drops that enable gathering those resources faster. For example a rare shiny fishing lure from kraken that would let you catch anglerfish faster. [...] you could make the gathering tool tradeable, then once activated for the player it becomes untradable, so that its a big investment and item sink. [The most profitable boss to kill] would constantly change because the profit isn’t based on how many alchables you get, now it would be on the value of the uniques which can always change. This approach to PvM rewards would be of great benefit because it does not guarantee players a large, steady stream of capital per hour. It introduces the risk of truly "going dry" on drops. Bosses should have a small variety of drops, most of which should be unique. An earlier Reddit thread4 by GentleTractor details the idea of skill catalysts which are, in effect, consumable XP multipliers for skilling. Both threads have engaging discussions on the potential impacts of such considerations that are well worth reading. 2 Combat 2.1 Introduction Much of this section was written years ago for a private server that never materialized. I acknowl- edge that most players see the current combat mechanisms as tried and true, and would not be receptive to any changes that can impact PvP as we know it. Nevertheless, I put these ideas out there for anyone interested in experimenting with how combat works in RuneScape. 2.2 Stat Reduction in Combat Implementing a stat reduction formula would significantly change the dynamics of RuneScape’s combat system. Simply put, a stat reduction formula would add a hint of realism into the game: the more damage you deal on your opponent, the weaker they get. This would give players another set of metrics to watch as they fight. This complicates the game’s combat, arguably making it more fun. There are a number of ways this could be coded. One way could be to give all players a base percentage to their stat reduction (henceforth called draining) ability. If it were, say, 5%, the system could work in at least two different ways: 1. Draining could work through chance, having a definite percentage of chance to hit a “draining blow”, reducing the opponent’s combat stats by 1. 3 Archived at https://archive.is/z5RkA. 4 Archived at https://archive.is/BbHJC. 4 2. It could otherwise work based on the amount of damage you deal. A percentage of your total damage drains the opponent’s combat stats as the fight goes on. If, for example, your drain bonus is at 10%, you would drain 1 level for each ten hits you deal. While both systems work, they function differently, and would need to be fine-tuned accordingly. Either of these could only be worked on after the server’s combat system is done, so to assure it properly fits in with our custom monsters. The idea of blessed items could very easily tie in draining. Blessed items, already being superior gear, could be the only items in the game to offer draining bonuses. An example photo below shows how a blessed amulet of fury gives +2%, on top of the base 5%. Blessing items may be an addition to late-game prayer. A player receiving a drain bonus by wearing a blessed amulet of fury. Recovering your stats will be of vital importance, akin to healing your health and restoring your prayer points. This will give a great importance to stat restoring potions, and opens the possibility for stat restoring prayers and spells. 2.3 Agility and Combat Agility in the RuneScape private server Exorth played hand-in-hand with combat. It had a critical hit system based on your agility level. I do not know the formula used by this server. A proposed formula is as follows: 0.1(agilitylevel) (2.3.1) A successful critical hit could increase accuracy and damage to the rolled hit by 15%, comparable to a single hit by a dragon dagger’s special attack. As with Exorth, a critical hit should be indicated by a different coloured hitsplat for visibility. 2.4 Toxicity Toxicity is a mechanic borrowed from The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, by which you can only consume a limited number of potions (e.g. two) before maxing out a toxicity meter. Players could no longer rely on Saradomin brews and stat restore potions to kill strong monsters, bringing back one element of difficulty to the game. The need for stat boosting effects will be addressed below, in the Food subsection. 2.5 Food As will be elaborated in the Cooking section, the diversity of food in RuneScape is grossly under- utilized. Dynamism can be added to both cooking and food consumption by encouraging players 5 to cook more complex food such as pies and pizzas. This is done by either making complex food more worthwhile to eat, or by making simple food (i.e. fish) less worthwhile. I will argue for the latter in the Cooking section. For now, complex food can be made more attractive by adding additional skill boosts to them. Think of Evil Dave’s stews or the existing pies, but with food that provides small boosts for combat skills as well. These would provide smaller boosts than potions, albeit without the toxicity limit. 2.6 Power Creep Developers ought to be conscious of power creep every time they contemplate adding new content. Power creep is best observed when a new "best in slot" item diminishes the relative importance of other good gear, effectively making dead content out of the gear and the areas from which you acquire it. Here are two possible ways of addressing the issue: 1. Plan the end-game content from the conception of your server, and continuously balance existing gear rather than superseding it with better things. Adding better items rarely balances the combat triangle; it instead tips the scales in the other direction, prompting a future release to "balance" it the other way. 2. Create niches that require otherwise dead content. Some bosses should be weak to certain attack types to encourage players to seek out a wider range of weapons. Having different monsters with different defences in the same dungeon could encourage group raids or players to bring multiple weapons with them. This idea can be expanded to ranged and magic by creating separate attack types for arrows and bolts, and categorizing attack types by elemental spells. 3 Skills 3.1 Introduction Skills in RuneScape can be categorized into four types: combat, gathering, artisan, and mobility. This differs a bit from how the Oldschool RuneScape wiki sees things, but this is how I classify them: Combat Gathering Artisan Mobility Attack Mining Smithing Agility Strength Fishing Cooking Construction Defence Woodcutting Fletching Magic Farming Herblore Ranged Hunter Crafting Prayer Thieving Runecrafting Hitpoints Slayer Firemaking Three observations can be made about this classification: 1. Some skills flow between categories. For example: (a) Slayer cannot be done without combat, but as it exists in RuneScape, it is not in and of itself a type of combat. (b) Thieving has the potential to facilitate mobility with better use of lockpicking. (c) Construction largely serves as a mobility skill with all of the teleports people have in their houses, but it also serves artisan ends by means of repairing barrows armour. 2. Some skills flow into others, and some of them flow into multiple others. For example: (a) Mining flows into both smithing and runecrafting. It also flows into crafting, to a lesser extent, with gem mining. (b) Farming flows into cooking, herblore and, to a lesser extent, fletching and firemaking. 6 3. Some artisan skills flow into combat gear. For example: (a) Smithing produces melee weapons and armour, and ranged ammunition. (b) Fletching produces ranged weapons and partial ammunition. (c) Crafting produces ranged armour, some magic armour (xerician robes), as well as some magic weapons (battlestaves). (d) Runecrafting produces magic ammunition. Based on these observations, it is clear that changes to some skills are warranted. One must question the purpose of some skills when they do not clearly complement another skill or do not produce an obvious, unique benefit. It is not enough for a skill to have a fun mechanic – we’re looking to create skills, not minigames. 3.2 The Grind Depending on who you ask, The Grind ™ is either the best or worst part of RuneScape. Developers ought to consider two parallel streams of training skills to placate both types of players: one that is heavy on low effort grinding, and one that is more interactive. Of course, the more involved method of training should award more experience and resources, otherwise everyone will always semi-afk, and you lose all hope to engage your players and foster a community. One may look to minigames for inspiration on how create engaging training methods. Gen- tleTractor outlined some suggestions to make the fishing trawler minigame more engaging, which could be a model to create a multi-disciplinary event that trains fishing, construction, and crafting. 3.3 Woodcutting In accordance to the idea of reducing the volume of collected items, trees ought to only provide 1-3 logs per fallen tree. Trees will take longer per log to cut down, but the experience rate will be higher to balance it out. Given the abundance of trees across any given world, trees should have a substantially longer respawn rate. There should be new types of trees. There are clearly talented modellers in the RuneScape private server community, and they can undoubtedly create some beautiful trees. Not enough atten- tion is given to the aesthetics of the world, and with a tool like RSPSi that allows for mapmaking5 , there is no excuse for not putting effort into creating a more pleasant envrionment. I assembled an album on Imgur that showcases some trees that I believe would fit well into RuneScape. They were mainly chosen for their variety of colours, which would go a long way to improving the landscape. Different trees can serve different purposes. For example, a birch tree can be the primary source of bark for creating splitbark armour. Elm wood may replace regular planks for use in construction. Wisteria can grow as vines, which can serve a similar function to vine cutting in RuneScape 3. 3.4 Firemaking Firemaking as it exists is a useless skill. It sinks a large volume of logs in a boring and repetitive way with no tangible reward. Firemaking should be revised in a way that maintains its usefulness without giving players the feeling that they have to grind. Firemaking can be a dynamic part of a player’s survival in the world if we have the right approach. 3.4.1 Lighting Logs The most obvious component of firemaking is lightning logs. Players rarely light logs in order to cook food, but this can change by having fewer cooking ranges across the world, as well as generally keeping them a fair distance from banks. This will necessitate fires as the primary method of cooking food. The duration of fires should depend both on the type of log and the player’s level. A proposed formula is as follows: 10 + 0.5((cookinglevel) + (loglevelrequirement)) (3.4.1) Additional notes regarding this formula: 5 See the World Design section for more. 7 1. The base 10 seconds is to allow fires to last some time at level 1. 2. The player level variable can add up to 49.5 seconds to the duration of a fire, which may incentivise players to train the skill. 3. Examples of the duration of fires: • A regular log at level 1 lasts 11.5 seconds. • A willow log at level 40 lasts 68 seconds. • A yew log at level 68 lasts 112 seconds. • A yew log at level 99 lasts 127.5 seconds. There can be incentives to help players spontaneously procure food while they’re out adventur- ing to increase the use of firemaking. Fishing spots near monsters can have a “pile of nets” object or something to that effect. Nearby trees can have an axe in a stump to be taken, along with a nearby tinderbox spawn. All of this would allow players to continue fighting monsters without returning to the bank for a lack of food or the means to acquire some nearby. 3.4.2 Lighting Other Objects Another way to integrate firemaking with other skills is to require players to light ranges and furnaces before they may be used. Lit ranges and furnaces may burn as long as fires (the formula is explained below). You can create charcoal by burning logs in a smelting furnace. Charcoal will double the time of a burning range or furnace. The second component of firemaking may be lanterns. Most caves may be too dark to explore without adequate lighting, necessitating torches, lanterns, or mining helmets. Lighting these may give significantly more firemaking experience (though with a longer animation), offering a passive method to train the skill. Better gear will provide much longer lasting fires as an incentive to level up. Torches, lanterns, and helmets must all be lit with lamp oil. This may be made by having an empty vial in your inventory while cooking fish. Cooking fish a fixed percentage chance (e.g. 20%) of filling your vial with its excess oil. It may also be bought in a shop for a significant sum. 3.5 Cooking Cooking offers us an opportunity to get creative with RuneScape’s food. We can increase accessi- bility to items that are obscure in RuneScape to incentivize players to cook complex dishes. This can be done through grocery stores, food markets, and having a larger number of farming patches in accessible areas. By lowering the volume of fish, players can turn to these alternatives to acquire and cook food. 3.5.1 Recipes The existing recipes in RuneScape will not be changed for this server. Rather, we may add a few custom recipes. Below is a list of potential custom recipes. Level Food HP Ingredients Effect and Notes 26 Chili 8 Tomatoes (4), raw beef (2), gar- Cooked in a stove pot (different lic (1), spice (1) than a regular pot). Served in four bowls. 41 Tourtière 12 Pheasant (1), raw beef (1), pota- +3 Hunter. Two servings. toes (2) Pheasants may be hunted. 58 Cherry Pie 16 Cherries (4), pastry dough (1) +3 Agility. Two servings. Cher- ries fall from cherry trees, a cus- tom tree. 8 3.6 Smithing Smithing is in dire need of reformation. It is unreasonable that the greatest output of a skill so difficult to level be armour that merely requires level 40 defence to wear. There is simply no payoff for the time put into training this skill. Smithing can be fixed by drastically reducing the skill requirements for classic metals, and to either introduce new metals and/or items to smith at higher levels. Structuring the skill this way gives people a realistic opportunity to use the gear they smith. Below are armour sets modelled by Jigsaw for the aforementioned ill-fated server. That being said, new armour tiers are not neessarily the be-all-end-all way of fixing smithing. Adding one or two new tiers can augment the grind in later levels, as would be the case for mining new ores. Custom armour sets, from left to right: Dark Iron, Arcanium, Daemonite, Cerulium, Iridium, and Imperium. However, my thoughts on the matter are that the skill can benefit from being more passive in later levels to reduce the number of resources that exist in the game, in ways similar to when you smith a dragonfire shield. 3.6.1 Smelting Below was the proposed level requirements to smelt bars for our server. I include it to demonstrate how more diverse item requirements could offset the huge demand for coal that exists in RuneScape, thereby giving more utility to other ores. The other required items may be put behind barriers such as quests or places deep in caves low-levelled players cannot easily access. Some items, such as dragon essence, are only acquired as drops from monsters. Level Metal Ingredients Notes 1 Dark Iron Bar Dark iron ore (1), copper ore (1) 15 Arcanium Bar Arcanite ore (1), coal (2) 30 Adamant Bar Adamantite ore (1), coal (3) 40 Rune Bar Runite ore (1), coal (4) 50 Cerulium Bar Azurite ore (2), copper ore (2) 60 Daemonite Bar Daemonite ore (2), volcanic sul- Daemonite can be renamed lo- phur (2) vakite ore. Volcanic sulphur may be dropped by demons around volcanoes. 70 Iridium Bar Iridium ore (2), silver (3) Iridium can be renamed lunar ore. 75 Dragon Bar Dragon metal lump (1), dragon Both are obtained from dragons. essence (2) 85 Imperium Bar Blurite ore (1), gold ore (4), sil- Stardust is obtained from shoot- ver ore (2), stardust (6) ing stars. Blurite is only found in wilderness caves and in Acheron’s slayer tower. 9 3.6.2 Smithing Level requirements for smithing ought to be streamlined for simplicity’s sake. Each type of metal will have three milestones for smithing, tied to the number of bars it makes to smith the item. The table below was a proposal for the aforementioned server, and serves as an illustration for how this would work for tiered metals. Metal One bar Two bars Three and more bars Dark Iron 1 5 10 Arcanium 15 20 25 Adamant 30 35 40 Rune 40 45 50 Cerulium 50 55 60 Daemonite 60 65 70 Iridium 70 75 80 Dragon 75 80 85 Imperium 85 90 95 Individual items such as dragonfire shields, godswords, obsidian, and any number of items ought to be on the higher end of the skill. 3.7 Crafting Crafting is already an extremely versatile skill, though it lacks one obvious feature: tailoring. Tailoring and dyeing your own clothing, robes, and capes would eliminate the need for many shops and give players a new way to get fashionable gear. A shop selling tailoring material, including various kinds of fabric. One material benefit to tailoring would be to produce your own magic armour. Given that crafting is already used to produce ranged armour, the final step of producing magic armour should be done in a separate skill. The Evocation subsection will outline my justification for creating such a skill. 3.8 Construction 3.8.1 Introduction Construction has a lot of potential to be a major driver of a server’s economy and popularity. Unlike in RuneScape, player-owned houses should be on the surface world. There will undoubtedly be 10 challenges associated with this unique approach to the skill. This section will outline the unique features to this form of construction and address some of the challenges. This, again, was proposed for our ill-fated server. This idea would easily work for any developer set to make modifications to the RuneScape map, or to make an entirely new world, as it requires much open space. 3.8.2 Land Parcels Empty portions of the surface world will be divided into parcels. These parcels will be sold by us either for real money or in-game money. Parcels may also be given in contests. Generally speaking, distributing this land will serve as an effective money sink. The limited amount of land will encourage us to develop new areas according to the need. Available parcels will be outlined on a map on our website. Parcel sizes will vary, depending on its proximity to a town. Houses in towns/cities will mostly be player-owned, if not owned by a meaningful NPC. Towns/cities will therefore be mostly empty until players buy parcels and build their homes. Parcels are claimed by land titles as an in-game item. These are blank, and can therefore be used to claim any free parcel. The blank title will be converted to a title for the claimed parcel. A player can only own one title at a time. Titles can be traded to other players, and they will not be lost upon death. 3.8.3 Building Houses can be built free form. Building objects (walls, tables, beds, etc.) can be selected in a menu. The player can then preview the position of the chosen object before building it. Walls will have to adhere to the region’s theme to avoid an unpleasing mixture of architectural styles. We may create some pre-built homes (townhouses or castle apartments) where only the inside can be changed. This will have to be coded to have a different level of editing permissions. All objects other than walls, roofs, stairs, and those with skill/quest requirements can be flat-packed. Farming patches and animal pens can be built. Cattle and other animals cannot be raised unless a pen is completely closed off and with a stile. Farming and garden patches do not have a preset size. Trees can be planted and dug out with the appropriate farming and woodcutting level. They do not need to be built in farming patches. If your parcel is alongside a river, you can built a dock to acquire fishing spots. You can otherwise dig a pond. It must be at least 3x3 before a fishing spot can be "built". 3.8.4 New Perks If you have more than one bedroom, you can rent it out. Tenants will not have permission to edit outside of their bedroom, though they will have access to all of the houses facilities. Rent will be paid at a courthouse where a special interface will allow for a set amount of rental time in exchange for money and items. You can freely teleport to home at any level. This can be quite advantageous if you choose to live near high resource items. Bank chests can be built in homes, to be accessible only by the house owner and tenants. Player-owned stalls can be built on parcels, outside of a home. It can be rented to any tenants if not in use by the owner. Only one can be built per parcel. The homeowner’s boat can also be tied to their dock, meaning that they can travel to ports across the map. 3.8.5 Losing Your Home Houses may dilapidate if they are not repaired monthly. Repairing a home is as simple as using new boards, stone, and/or nails on your front door. A house fallen into disrepair cannot be entered or teleported to. Likewise, a barn fallen into disrepair will result in the death of your animals. Title to a parcel is forfeited if a player does not log in for more than 90 days in a row. The land will be auctioned off as is. Notices of an auction will be published on a notice board. Players may receive an email notification that their title will expire. 11 3.9 Evocation As observed in the introduction of the Skills section, there is a gap in the production of magic gear. Runecrafting produces magic ammunition and crafting produces a single set of magic armour (xerician robes) and one kind of magic weaponry (battlestaves). Evocation is meant to address this by doing for magic what smithing does for melee and what crafting and fletching do for ranged. Evocation aims to consolidate together several features from other skills to streamline the production of magic gear while giving it the feel of a cohesive skill. This subsection aims to put out the idea that a skill like this should exist, the logic behind the need for such a skill, and some examples of what content should be moved into it, What new content should be made or how one produces items is not important for the purposes of this document. As a developer, you could look to Oldschool RuneScape’s ideas for the warding skill, though I consider it overly complicated relative to older skills. Like hunter, they wanted to create an unnecessarily large number of items. Wikipedia describes evocation as the act of calling upon or summoning a spirit, demon, deity or other supernatural agents.6 With this understanding, I imagine evocation to be when your player calls upon spirits to imbue items with magical properties. This ought to include the following: • Staves, including: – Orbs; – Staves, and – Battlestaves. • Robes, including: – Wizard robes; – Xerician robes; – Mystic robes; – Robes of darkenss; – Enchanted robes, and – Infinity robes. • Armour, including: – Elemental and mind helmets; – Elemental and mind shields; – Skeletal armour, and – Splitbark armour. • Magic books, including: – God books; – The tomb of fire, and – The mage’s book. Finally, the entirety of the runecrafting skill and enchantments should roll into this skill as they also fall under the definition of evocation. 4 World Design 4.1 Introduction I believe that everyone designing a RuneScape private server should take serious steps to familiarize themselves with mapmaking software such as RSPSi to create some unique areas. The appeal of a unique world is obvious, as can be seen by the reactions to the one I created. This section will outline the design principles I kept true to when designing the aforementioned world. It will also point out some poor design choices in some parts of RuneScape’s world. I will release an in-depth tutorial on how to use RSPSi in the near future. I will explain how to put into practice these design principles, and provide many tips and tricks to polish maps. 6 Aren’t you glad I didn’t begin this paper with a definition? 12 4.2 Size and Scope When designing a map, you should have a good idea of the end goal. You should ask yourself: 1. What is the purpose of this area? 2. How many players will occupy the area at any given time? 3. Is the size appropriate for the planned content and the anticipated player base? These questions will help keep your map from being too small or large for the amount of planned content. This is especially important if you are planning to create a whole, self-contained world. An appropriately-sized world avoids the issue faced by almost every private server, where you have a few dozen players roaming around the enormous world of Gielinor. It is particularly jarring when the vast majority of the world is void of content, be it because developers don’t always have every NPC spawned or because quests are seldom coded, leaving a lot of NPCs and buildings without a purpose. Some servers’ scope is to faithfully emulate RuneScape. That is a laudible goal, but is devoid of creativity. As this paper has argued, the RuneScape private server scene has much to benefit were it to push the boundaries, but that is impossible if your desire is to merely copy an existing game, always trying to catch up with their new content. 4.3 Movement The ease of movement is critical to a successful map. After deciding on a size for your world, you ought to ensure that players are not frustrated by unnecessary barriers that simply add time to reaching their destination. Asgarnia and Misthalin have several such barriers. A map should have movement front of mind, particularly when it comes to moving in between major pieces of content. As seen above, going from Lumbridge to Varrock east of the River Lum 13 is fine, with the exception of a completely pointless fence. They chose to rectify the issue with an agility shortcut.7 This is also the case for the path between Draynor Village and Port Sarim. On the topic of Falador, the city would be better served with an eastern gate than a northern one. Most travel by foot comes from the east, be it from Varrock or Draynor Village, though people coming from either side must walk an unnecessarily long distance to reach the northern or southern gates. Poor mobility only encourages fast travel. We can see that Jagex implemented such half measures as river canoeing and agility shortcuts, though these are simply bandages slapped over a more fundamentally poor arrangement of content. All this does is compel people to teleport, thereby not appreciating the design of the world at large. A massive portion of Gielinor is flyover country, and no developer would want to spend hundreds of hours designing a world only for this to happen in their game. There are several ways to address mobility: 1. Establish major content first, and connect it as directly as possible. 2. Design natural landscapes around the content. 3. Natural barriers like rivers should have means to pass them along the most direct routes between major content. 4.4 Height Height can add aesthetic variety to your maps, be it in cities or in nature. Natural height, such as mountains or cliffsides, can separate content without needing unnatural, out of place barriers like fences. If your client has a good draw distance (e.g. RuneLite with OpenGL), a high vantage point gives the player a better view of the world. This can be used for strategic purposes in PvP or to showcase scenic areas. Height can create imposing areas such as dense forests or narrow valleys. Height is used here to both separate content and create an imposing landscape. 4.5 Biomes To keep this subsection brief, biomes should have smooth transitions and only be next to biomes that make sense. In other words, an immediate shift from a desert to an icy biome would look awful. The transition from Lumbridge and Al-Kharid is also terrible, with the added insult of using a fence as an artificial barrier. 7 That, mind you, has such a long animation that it hardly saves any time. 14 A natural crossroad between forest, badland, and desert biomes. 4.6 Settlements & Buildings Settlements are the centrepiece of world design. When designing a settlement, you should ask yourself: • What content will there be? • What content will be unique to this settlement? • What kinds of players will frequent the settlement? E.g. – PvMers vs skillers; – Low vs high-levelled players; and – Passers-through vs people who will spend a lot of time here. Without going too deeply into lore, one can employ the character design process of the late director Akira Kurosawa to create a more vibrant settlement. When he wrote his masterpiece Seven Samurai, he wrote detailed biographies of the main characters.8 Though not all details are referenced in the film, the care given to interpersonal relationships can be felt throughout the scenes. Choosing which NPCs live together, choice of dialogue, and choice of objects in their homes can enhance the sense of realism. Some examples include: • Having an appropriate number of NPCs relative to the number of houses. • Houses in a lower-class neighbourhood may have broken windows, single beds, and no book- shelves. • If a couple each own a shop, their home would be obviously nicer than if one was a shopowner and the other a labourer. • Any artwork should reflect the preferences of the characters. E.g. Are they loyal to the king? Do they enjoy nature? • Every home that lacks a range ought to have an obvious firepit nearby. Where else would they cook?9 I exemplify this process in the town of Qadim, a cliffside city in a desert. 8 Detailed here. 9 It baffles me how many homes in RuneScape lack common amenities like ranges, sinks, shelves, beds, or tables. 15 The poor side of town consists of a single, large living complex and indiscriminate piles of rubble. The rich quarter has close access to an oasis. It also has a shop rather than vendor stalls. 4.7 Density Density is not only important to settlements, but for resources. A world will naturally have pockets of density interspersed with fields, forests, and deserts. To avoid creating areas devoid of content, each region10 should have at least one piece of content to attract players. This allows for areas in between settlements to have purpose, and it ensures that your efforts aren’t all for naught. Content can be as simple as: • A dungeon entrance; • A fishing spot near a group of monsters; • A few rare trees such as yew or magic trees; or • A quest NPC. For settlements, it is sufficient to compare your towns to those in RuneScape on density. Your equivalent of Varrock need not be more dense than Varrock itself. This is also the case for buildings. Look to how they are designed in RuneScape for advice. Careful: buildings in Zeah are significantly larger than in Gielinor, and generally too large to be useful references for the scale of your average private server. 10 A fixed area of 64x64 tiles. Similar to how a chunk works in Minecraft. 16 
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